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Abstract - The revolution of Mobile and Technology has
made ‘GSM based vehicle security system’. The vehicle
security system is prominent worldwide. But it is not so much
secure system. Every vehicle owner wants maximum
protection of his vehicle; otherwise thief can easily trap the
vehicle. So, by combing the idea of mobile and vehicle
security system GSM based vehicle security system can be
designed. So this GSM-GPS based vehicle security system
works when someone tries to steal your vehicle.

This paper deals with the design & development of an
embedded system, which is being used to prevent/control the
theft of a vehicle. The instrument is an embedded system
based on GSM and GPS technology. The instrument is
installed in the engine of the vehicle. The main objective of
this instrument is to protect the vehicle from any
unauthorized access, through entering a protected password
and intimate the status and location of the same vehicle to the
authorize person (owner) using Global System for Mobile
Communication (GSM) and Global Positioning System
(GPS) technology. Here owner of vehicle can control system
through Cell phone or a personal computer (PC). In this
system new concept is inclusion of RTC (Real Time Clock) by
which vehicle can be permanently off depending upon date
and time set.

This system is intelligent because it performs many tasks
automatically and also control vehicle on/off from a distance.

Keywords - GSM Modem, GPS Module, RTC (Real Time
Clock), ARM7 and RS232.

I. INTRODUCTION

In these days, automobile thefts are increasing at an
alarming rate all over the world. So to escape from these
thieves most of the vehicle owners have started using the
theft control systems. This is GSM based vehicle security
system, so it sends the SMS (Short Message Service) and
also generates the alarm when this security system is break
[4] – [5]. The instrument is simple and low cost vehicle
theft control embedded system. Here GSM modem is used
to send and receive data containing control information or
the data containing position (Latitude and Longitude
coordinates) of the vehicle from a remote place. Here the
GPS modem continuously give the latitude and longitude
data indicating the position of the vehicle. The same data
is sent to the mobile at the other end from where the
position of the vehicle is demanded. When the request by
user is sent to the number at the GSM modem, the system
automatically sends a return reply to that mobile indicating
the position of the vehicle in terms of latitude and
longitude in real time. At the same time message will be
sent to a personal computer where user can get the exact
location of vehicle pointed out on the Google maps.

General overview of system is shown in Fig. 1 below
where tracking system continuously receives location data
from satellite [6]. This data is transferred to user’s mobile

phone or personal computer through GSM cellular
network. Along with location tracking other activities of
vehicle are also controlled such as turning vehicle off,
vehicle status notification, etc.

Fig.1. Overview of  Traking system.

This whole system is divided into two units; the first is
security unit and second is recipient unit [1]. The security
unit consists of a GPS receiver, GSM modem, ARM7
microcontroller [2], control relay, etc. Whereas recipient
unit consists of GSM modem interfaced to PC through
RS232 connector.
A. Block Diagram of Security Unit

Fig.2. Main security unit

B. Block Diagram of Recipient Unit

Fig.3. Recipient unit
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C. Function of Security Unit
The block diagram of security unit is shown in Fig. 2

and is installed in engine of vehicle. Here LPC2148
microcontroller is used to interface different modules such
as keypad, LCD display, relay, buzzer, GPS-GSM module
with each other. To start the vehicle correct password
should be entered so as to activate relay. Here NC
(Normally Close) control relay contacts are connected
with the hot line that powers the ignition system. The
microcontroller can send a signal to the relay to cut off the
power. The activation of relay is also controlled by
received SMS contains code from owner mobile to stop
vehicle. The GPS Receiver retrieves the location
information from satellites in the form of latitude and
longitude readings in real-time.

The Microcontroller processes the GPS information and
transmits it to the user using GSM modem through SMS
when user asks that from the system by sending SMS
contains code.
D. Function of Recipient Unit

Fig. 3 shows block diagram of recipient unit. The
recipient unit is with owner of vehicle and used to monitor
and control vehicle from a distance. Here another GSM
modem is used to transmit and receive data to or from
security unit.

The GSM modem receives SMS text that includes GPS
coordinates and vehicle engine status. This text is
processed using a Visual Basic program to obtain the
numeric parameters, which are saved as a Microsoft Office
Excel file. To transfer this information to Google Earth,
the Excel file is converted to KML (Keyhole Markup
Language) format. Google Earth interprets KML file and
shows vehicle’s location on the map. The system’s
efficiency is dependable on the sufficiency of the used
communication network.
E. System Benefits

Vehicle owner can lock/unlock his vehicle by sending
simple SMS from any location.
1. Vehicle can be tracked with the exact location using
GPS module in case of theft.
2. Vehicle can be permanently locked for one day from a
week using RTC so pollution can be controlled.
3. User can control system through Cell phone or Personal
Computer.
4. Instant Alert on your Mobile if unauthorized entry
found.
5. No need of Telephone line, uses GSM based SIM card.
6. Lowest recurring cost per month since SMS based
alerts.

II. MAIN HARDWARE UNITS REQUIRED

A. Microcontroller
ARM7 perfectly fits many uses, from automotive

industries and controlling home appliances to industrial,
instruments, remote sensors, electrical door locks and
safety devices. It is also ideal for smart cards as well as for
battery supplied devices of its low consumption EEPROM
memory makes it easier to apply microcontrollers to
devices where permanent storage of various parameters

needed. Low cost, low consumption, easy handling and
flexibility make ARM7 applicable [2].

The LPC2141/42/44/46/48 microcontrollers are based
on a 16-bit/32-bit ARM7TDMI-S CPU with real-time
emulation and embedded trace support, that combine
microcontroller with embedded high speed flash memory
ranging from 32 kB to 512 kB. A 128-bit wide memory
interface and unique accelerator architecture enable 32-bit
code execution at the maximum clock rate.. Development
board of LPC2148 is responsible for the control of the
whole system and coordinate work of each module. Since
this microcontroller has internal RTC, hardware as well as
cost gets minimized [6].
B. GPS Module

The iWave GPS Module delivers high sensitivity and
accuracy with low power consumption. Based on SiRF
StarIII chipset, it has the ability to capture weak satellite
signals even in urban settings and thick foliage. 20 channel
GPS receiver enables fast acquisition and reacquisition.
Fine components and in-house design expertise offer
superior quality and support. Small form factor helps you
to create cutting edge compact devices for Personal
Navigation, fleet management, asset tracking, personal
tracking, surveying, security and other navigation devices.
This GPS module is connected to UART1 of controller
through RS232 connector. Fig. 4 below shows GPS
module [6].

Fig.4. iWave GPS module

C. GSM Modem
The core of data communication about this system

comes in wireless communication control terminals that
use GSM Modules to transfer long-distance data
extensively and reliably. It supports instructions of AT
commands. SIM300 is a Tri-band GSM/GPRS engine that
works on frequencies EGSM 900 MHz, DCS 1800 MHz
and PCS1900 MHz SIM300 provides GPRS multi-slot
class 10 capabilities and support the GPRS coding
schemes CS-1, CS-2, CS-3 and CS-4. With a tiny
configuration of 40mm x 33mm x 2.85 mm, SIM300 can
fit almost all the space requirement in our application.
This GSM modem is connected to UART0 through serial
connector RS232. GSM modem is shown in Fig. 5 below
[6]-[7].
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Fig.5. SIM300 GSM Modem

III. SOURCE CODE DESIGN AND

PROGRAMMING

The source code for ARM7 is written in embedded C
language and to create Hex code MDK-Keil-V4 is used.
For programming ARM7 Flash Magic software is used. To
download program in microcontroller serial port from
computer is directly connected to UART0.

To interface another GPS module to PC, Visual Basic
software is used.

IV. PROGRAM FLOW CHART

Fig. 6 shows flow chart of source code design. Once the
system is started GSM is initialized and a test SMS is
transferred to the users recipient module for confirmation
of the number. If mobile number is confirmed GPS is
initialized and system is ready to use. While initialization
system parallel performs various tasks such as reading
RTC and acceptance of four digits password. To unlock
vehicle system asks for correct password, if password is
correct vehicle is unlocked. Also system reads RTC to
make vehicle on or off permanently depending on set time.
Once vehicle is started system enters into wait state for
receiving any new SMS. Once SMS is received its
contents are checked and accordingly actions are taken.
The actions such as sending GPS data to user’s mobile or
making vehicle off are taken.

Fig.6. Program flow chart.

V. CIRCUIT DESIGN USING PROTEUS

SOFTWARE

To design Circuit Proteus Software is best choice [3].
Fig. 7 shows circuit diagram of security unit which
includes following sub units.
i. Power Supply – Here +3.3 V is required for
microcontroller which is taken through LM1117 regulator,
+5 V is required for MAX232, LCD, GSM and GPS
module which is taken through 7805 regulator, +12 V is
required for relay which directly taken through 12 V
battery.
ii. Serial Communication – Two serial ports (RS232)
are required for interfacing the GSM and GPS modules to
microcontroller through MAX232.
iii. Relay – Relay is used for activation/deactivation of
vehicle ignition system which is connected to one of the
port of microcontroller.
iv. MAX232 – This IC is required to convert the
TTL/CMOS logic levels to RS232 logic levels during
serial communication.

Fig.7. Circuit design of security unit using PROTEUS
software.

VI. THEORETICAL RESULT

The position data is displayed in requesting cell phone
display correctly so that with this system it becomes easy
for the users to keep track of their objects. If the object
resides in any location positional data in terms of latitude
and longitude can easily be traced out also we can control
our vehicle by password like #0 and #1. For example,

If SMS contain #0 message then cell phone receive
“vehicle off” message

If SMS contain #1 message then cell phone receives
location data.

With RTC vehicle is permanently off for one day from
the week and this cycle is repeated and system work well.
It is observed that GSM module needs good signal
coverage for proper communication. Also GPS module
needs to be placed in open space i.e. sky facing to receive
signals from satellites.

The system gives good response with the GSM network
provided by BSNL, Vodafone and Airtel.
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VII. APPLICATIONS

1. Vehicle security system finds many applications in this
modern world.
2. It is useful in all type of security system like in any
vehicles tracking system - scooter, car, bike, etc.
3. It means it is useful in everywhere. Whenever you
require you can implement by changing some of
programming and function according to your requirement.
4. Simple security system is used to save important items.
In place of simple security system we can implement this
GSM based security so that we get SMS immediately
whenever system disturbs. So it is useful in every type of
security system and we can make more secure our things.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

This system is designed to improve vehicle security and
accessibility. With the use of wireless technology vehicle
owners are able to enter as well as protect their
automobiles with more passive involvement. It is
completely integrated so that once it is implemented in all
vehicles, then it is possible to track anytime from
anywhere. This system has many advantages such as large
capability, wide areas range, low operation cost, effective,
strong expandability and easy to use.

Upgrading this system is very easy which makes it open
to future requirement which also makes it more efficient.
For more security thumb recognition or face recognition
over password can be used. Also other parameters of
vehicle such as vibration, obstacle, revolution, etc. can be
sensed for theft prevention.
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